
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A is for Arturo’s ABUELA, who started the family 
restaurant and was the matriarch of the Zamora family. 
 

B is for BREN and BENJIMAN (Mop), Arturo’s best friends. 

 

C is for CANAL GROVE, the community where the 
Zamora family live and are trying to preserve. 
 

D is for DISHWASHER, Arturo’s (disappointing) summer 
job in the restaurant. 



E is for EL AMOR Y LA FE (Love and Faith) the title of the 
letter Arturo’s Abuelo left for him. 
 

F is for FESTIVAL DE LOS ESTRALLAS, the name of the 
festival Wilfrido throws to sway the community. 
 

G is for GREEN TEENS, the group of high school students 
who organized protests against the Pipo’s development. 
 

H is for the HULK costume Arturo ended up wearing 
when he and Carmen went on their 1st spy mission. 



I is for IMMIGRANTS, the Zamora family and many others 
in the town emigrated from Cuba. 
 

J is for JOSE MARTI, the Cuban poet Arturo’s Abuelo and 
Carmen both read and admired. 
 

K is for the KITCHEN, where Arturo’s mom is the head 
chef. 
 

L is for LA COCINA DE LA ISLA, the family’s restaurant. 



M is for MIAMI, the city where the Zamora family lives 
and works. 
 

N is for NEIGHBORHOOD, the people and customers 
who support La Cocina de la Isla. 
 

O is for the ORANGE chef coat Aurturo’s mother Cari 
wears. 

P is for PIPO’S PLACE, the deluxe high rise and 
community center Wilfrido proposes to build. 



Q is for the QUINCEAÑERAS and other family events 
people in the neighborhood host at the restaurant. 
 

R is for the RAFFLE Pipos holds to gain support for his 
proposal. 
 

S is for SUNDAY FAMILY DINNER the Zamora family holds 
every week. 
 

T is for THE TROPICAL TRIBUNE, the newspaper that 
reports on the controversial building proposal vote. 



U is for the UNITY that the family and community show in 
the face of adversity. 
 

V is for the VOTE on the building proposal. 

 

W is for WILFRADO Pipo the business man who is trying 
to develop and gentrify Canal Grove. 
 

X is for the XXOO Carmen signs hers texts with, Spanish 
custom or love??? 



 

Y is for the YUMMY recipes at the end of the book. 

 

Z is for ZEM, Zamora Emergency Meeting. 
 

 

 

 

 


